II. Joy, Joy doth so arise (transposed)

CANTVS

Joy, joy doth so arise and so content content

Joy, joy doth so arise and so content content

mee, Joy, joy doth so arise and so content content, content mee,

when I but see thee o my lifes, O my lifes faire trea sure, Joy, joy doth so arise and so content content mee, That

seeing makes mee blind, (a-las) through to great plea sure, But if such blind- ing, sweet Love, sweet Love, doth so de light thee, such blinding doth delight thee, sweet Love, come, come,
mee, and spight mee, come, Love, and more thus, more and

more come Love, and more thus, more and more thus blind mee

still and spight mee, Come, Love, and more and more thus, more and

more, come, Love, and more and more thus, I thus, I thus, blind mee

still and spight mee, Come Love and more thus, more and

more, thus blind mee still and spight mee, I doe and spight mee.
II. Joy, Joy doth so arise (transposed)  
ALTUS.  
Thomas Morley

Joy, joy doth so arise and so content content mee, Joy, joy doth so arise and so content mee, when I but see thee  O my lifes faire treasure, O my lifes faire treasure.  Joy, joy doth so arise and so content mee, that seeing maks mee blind through to great pleasure, But if such blind - ing, sweet Love, doth so de - light thee, such blind - ing doth de - light de - light thee, Come Love, and more and more thus, more and more, Come, Love, and more and more thus,
I thus, I thus, blind mee still and spight mee, come, Love, and

more thus, more and more thus blind mee still and spight

mee, Come, Love, and more thus, yet and yet more blind mee

still and spight mee and spight mee, Come, Love, and

more thus, more and more, Come, Love and more thus, more and

more thus blind me still and spight mee, I and spight mee.
II. Joy, Joy doth so arise (transposed)

BASSVS.

Joy, joy doth so arise and so content mee, and so

con - tent mee, when I but see thee, when I but see thee, O

my lifes faire trea - sure, Joy, joy doth so arise and

so con - tent mee, That blind I am through too great

plea - sure, But if such blind-ing, sweet Love, doth so de - light

thee, doth so de - light thee, Come, Love, and more and more blynd

mee still and spight mee, Come, Love, and more yet, yet, yet,

more and more blind mee still, blind mee still and spight and spight
mee, Come, Love, and more and more blynd mee still and spight

mee, Come, Love, and more, yet, yet, yet, more and more blind mee

still, blind mee still and spight, and spight mee, (I doe) and spight mee.
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II. Joy, Joy doth so arise (transposed)

Thomas Morley

Joy, joy doth so arise

Joy, joy doth so a-rise and so con- tent con-tent

Joy, joy doth so a-rise and so con- tent con-tent mee, Joy, joy doth

mee, Joy, joy doth so a-rise and so con-tent mee,

mee, and so con-

so a-rise and so con-tent, con-tent mee,

Joy, joy doth so a-rise and so con-tent mee, when I but

tent mee, when I but see thee, when
when I but see thee o my lifes, O my lifes faire trea-

see thee O my lifes faire trea - sure, O my lifes faire trea-

I but see thee, O my lifes faire trea - sure, Joy, joy doth so arise and so con-tent con-tent

sure, trea - sure. Joy, joy doth so a-rise and so con-tent

sure, Joy, joy doth so a-rise and so con-tent

mee, That see - ing makes mee blind, (a-las) through

mee, that see - ing maks mee blind through to great

mee, That blind I am through
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to great pleasure, But if such blindness, sweet

pleasure, But if such blindness,

too great pleasure, But if such blindness,

Love, sweet Love, doth so delight thee, such blindness,

sweet Love, doth so delight thee, doth
doth delight thee, sweet Love, come, come,

blind-ing doth delight delight thee, Come Love, and

so delight thee, Come,
come, Love, and more thus, yet and yet more,
more and more thus, more and more, Come, Love, and
Love, and more and more blynd
blind mee still and spight mee, and
more and more thus, I thus, I thus, blind mee
mee still and spight mee,
spight mee, come, Love, and more thus, more and
still and spight mee,
come, Love, and
Come, Love, and more yet, yet, yet, more and
Love, and more thus, more and more thus blind mee

more thus, more and more thus blind mee still and spight

more blind mee still, blind mee still and spight and

still and spight mee, Come, Love, and more and more thus, more and

spight mee, Come, Love, and more and

more, come, Love, and more and more thus, I thus, I

yet and yet more blind mee still and spight

more blynd mee still and spight
thus, blind mee still and spight mee,

mee and spight mee, Come, Love, and mee,

Come, Love, and more, yet, yet, yet,

Come Love and more thus, more and more, thus blind mee

more thus, more and more, Come, Love and more thus, more and

more and more blind mee still, blind mee

still and spight mee, I doe and spight mee.

more thus blind me still and spight mee, I and spight mee.

still and spight, and spight mee, (I doe) and spight mee.